
A PARTICULAR CLASS OF LIE ALGEBRAS1
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1. Introduction. Raffin announced in [2] that, under some addi-

tional conditions, nonassociative algebras over a field with

Property *0: xyE(x, y) (the linear space spanned by x and y), or

Property *1: x(yz)E(y, z) for all x, y, z, in the algebra

are Lie algebras. Accordingly, it seems of interest to know which Lie

algebras have these properties. More generally, we shall consider Lie

algebras L with

Property *k:xi( • • • (xk(uv)) • • - )E(u, v) for all Xy • • ■ , xk, u, v

in L,

and we shall prove the following

Theorem. Let L be a Lie algebra over any field F.

(1) If L has *0 then L is solvable.

(2) If L has *k then either L is solvable or L is simple.

(3) If L is solvable with *k then either L is nilpotent with Lk+2 = 0 or

L = (x)+A where A is a nonzero abelian ideal, xEA and (ad x)4+1|¿

= al where I is the identity transformation of A and a^O in F.

(4) If L is simple with *k and if F has characteristic 0 then L has

dimension 3.

In the proof of part (3) of the theorem we need the following lemma

which, in the characteristic 0 case, is an immediate consequence of

the fact that [L, L]CN.

Lemma 1. Let L be a solvable Lie algebra with maximal nilpotent

ideal N over any field F.

(a) If ad L\n consists of nilpotent transformations, then L is nil-

potent.

(b) // H is any nonzero ideal of L, then Hi^N^O.

(c) If xEL, xEN, then ad x\N?¿Q.

We remark that *0 means that every subspace of L is a subalgebra.

I will be used without further comment to denote the identity trans-
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formation of a vector space (Just which space will be clear from the

context) and we return to writing [x, y] in place of xy.

2. Proof of the theorem.

Lemma 2. Let L be a Lie algebra with *k over any field F and let V

be a subspace of L. Let yu ■ ■ • , y„ be a basis of V,xEV and Xi, • • • , Xk

any elements of L. Then ad Xi • • • ad xk[x, y¡] =a,x+j83y with a¡, ßs

in F and p\ = j32 = ■ • ■ =ßn. If [x, V] C V, then either ad xi ■ ■ • ad xk

ad x|r = 0 or ad Xi ■ ■ • ad Xk ad x\v = al with a^O in F. In the latter

case, ad x \ v is a nonsingular transformation of V so that if each

ad x¡: V—*V then ad Xj\v is nonsingular on V for j = l, ■ • • , k.

Proof. Only the third sentence needs any comment since the rest

follows at once from it. By *A, ad Xi ■ ■ -adxfc[x, yi-{-y¡]=ax

+ßiyi+yj) = i<Xi+aj)x+ßiyi+ßjyj. If ij¿j, the linear independence

of x, y,, y¡ forces |3,=j3 = i3y.

Proof of part (1) of the theorem. Since *0 is inherited by subalge-

bras we need only show that [L, L] ¿¿L and we shall do this by induc-

tion on the dimension of L. If dimL = l or 2, there is nothing to

prove. If dim L>2, let y, Vi, Vi be elements of L which are linearly

independent over F. We write [y, z\]=a»y+|3»z\-, t = l, 2, and, by

Lemma 2, /3i=j32 = t, say. Put x=a2Vi—aiVi and we have that [x, y]

= — TX. Now let M be a subspace of L such that xEM, y EM,

(x)+Af=L, and apply Lemma 2 again ((3 = 0). Then we see that

[x, M]Eix). Thus [L, L]=[ix)+M, ix)+M]Eix) + [M, M] so

part (1) follows from the induction hypothesis applied to the sub-

algebra M.

Proof of part (2) of the theorem. Suppose that L is not solvable and

has *A; we shall show that L is simple.

First we show that the center Z of L is zero. Since L is not solvable

there exist Xi, • • • , xk, u, v in L such that t = ad Xi ■ ■ • ad xk[u, v] 5¿0.

Now if x^O in Z then u, v, and x are linearly independent. Then

t = au+ßv by *A with a, ß in F. Also r = adxi • • • adx*[w, p+x]

= aiu+ßiiv+x) and i = ad Xi • • • ad x*[m+x, v]=aiiu+x) +/32z> with

the ai, ßi in F. But now the linear independence of u, v and x forces

í = 0 which is a contradiction. Thus Z is zero.

Next we show by induction on dim L that L has no nonzero abelian

(and hence also no nonzero solvable) ideal. If dim L = 3 then, since

L is not solvable, L is simple and thus has no nontrivial ideals. If

dim L>3, let J be an abelian ideal and suppose there exists z^O

in /. Since the center of L = 0 we may choose x in L such that [x, z] ^0

and similarly (by induction) we may choose x*, ■ • • , Xi in L such that
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ad Xi ■ • • ad xk[x, z] ^0. Then, by Lemma 2, we have ad x\ j is non-

singular and hence, again by Lemma 2, (ad x)k+l\ j = al with a^O

in F. If [y, /]t^0 then, in the same way, ad y| / is nonsingular and

again by Lemma 2, (ad x)k ad y\ j = ßl with pVO in F. Then

(adx)k ad(ßx — ay)\j = 0 so, by the nonsingularity of (adx)*|j,

ad(ßx—ay) \j = 0. Thus the map x—>ad x\ j is a homomorphism of L

onto a 1-dimensional Lie algebra and the kernel M of this map cannot

be solvable (otherwise L would be), satisfies *k and contains /. This

leads to a contradiction since the induction hypothesis, applied to M,

forces 7 = 0. Thus .7=0.

Now we show, again by induction on dim L, that L is simple. If

dim L = 3 this is the case. Let 5 be any nonzero ideal of L. Then 5

cannot be solvable, by the last paragraph, and therefore 5 is simple

by the induction hypothesis. Suppose xES. Then Sk+2^0 and we

may choose t^O in 5 such that / = adsi • • • ad sk[u, rJ^O with

Sy • • • , sk, u, v in 5. Now we may argue (using x and t) just as in the

first paragraph of this proof to conclude that [x, 5]tí0. Now take w

in 5 such that [x, w]¿¿0. Then, since the center of 5=0, we may

choose sk , • • • , si in 5inductively so that ad sí • • • ad sk [x, w] ¿¿0.

But now, by Lemma 2, ad sí \ s is nonsingular which is absurd since

s' is in 5. Thus L = 5 and hence is simple.

Proof of Lemma 1. (a) We proceed by induction on the dimension

of L, the case dimL = 0 being trivial. If dimZ,>0 and adZ,|jv = 0

consists of nilpotent transformations, then Engel's theorem, applied

to ad LI n, shows that the center, Z, of L is not 0. Now note that

(since ad L | n consists of nilpotent transformations) the maximal

nilpotent ideal of L/Z is N/Z and thus L/Z also satisfies the condi-

tion of (a). Thus L/Z is nilpotent and therefore so is L.

(b) We proceed by induction on dim H, the case dim H= 1 being

trivial. Suppose dim H > 1 then, since L is solvable, [H, H] ¿¿H. Now

[H, H] is an ideal of L and, if [H, H] = 0, then HEN, otherwise

[H, H^N^O by the induction hypothesis.

(c) Let H— [xEL\ [x, N] = 0}. H is an ideal of L and we claim

HEN. If H(tN then, by (b), A =HC\N^0 and we let ir denote the
natural map of L onto L/A. Again, by (b), TrCfOHlVVO where Ñ

is the maximal nilpotent ideal of L/A. Let Ni = ir~1(ir(H)r\N) and

take xENy ad ir(x) is nilpotent on L/A and thus there exists k such

that (ad x)k{L} EA EN. But xEH so ad x{N} =0, whence ad x is

nilpotent on L. Thus Ni CN so that Ni EHC\N and w(Ni) = 0 which
is a contradiction.

Proof of part (3) of the theorem. We begin by noting that if L is
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nilpotent, then *A, applied to a regular basis of L, shows at once that

Lk+2 = Q. If L is solvable but not nilpotent we let N denote the

maximal nilpotent ideal of L and, using Lemma 1, take xEN such

that ad x| ¿y is not nilpotent. By Lemma 2, ad x| n is a nonsingular

transformation of N. Now we show that [N, N] = 0. To see this, let

U be a subspace of N such that U+ [N, N] = N and UC\ [N, N] = 0.

Ugenerates N and we need only show that [U, U]= 0. Take u,vEU.

Then [u, v]E[N, N] so that, by *A, iadx)k[u, v]EUC\[N, N] = 0.

Since ad x|iv is nonsingular, [u, v] =0, i.e., [U, U] = 0.

Next we show that N has co-dimension 1 in L. Let y be another

element of L such that y EN. By Lemma 1, ady|iv^0 and hence,

since ad x| w is nonsingular, (ad x)* ad y\ nt^O. Now Lemma 2 shows

that (adx)*ady|AT = |3I for some pVO in F. Also, (ad x)k+1\N = aI

with «f^O in F. Thus (ad x)* ad (fix —ay) | w = 0. But (ad x)*! jy is non-

singular and therefore adißx —ay) | jv = 0. Thus, by Lemma 1,

ßx—ayEN.
Proof of part (4) of the theorem. Let L be simple and let F have char-

acteristic 0. Take x^0 in L such that ad x is semi-simple on L. Re-

garding L as an (x)-module, let M be an (x)-submodule of L such that

L = ix)+M, xÇ£M. (ad x)t+1| m5*0, since ad x is semi-simple and

therefore, by Lemma 2, ad x| m is nonsingular. This implies that (x)

is a maximal abelian subalgebra of L consisting of semi-simple ele-

ments and therefore [l, p. 219] is a Cartan subalgebra of L.

Now let K denote the algebraic closure of F and put L* = L®FK.

Then dimFL = dim^L*. Further, L* is semi-simple and H= (x) ® FK is

a Cartan subalgebra of L* [l, p. 224, Proposition 22]. Since dimKiï

= 1, it follows first that L* is simple and second, from the classifica-

tion of simple Lie algebras, that dim^L* = 3.
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